Characters D6 / Cat Miin (Gossam Politic
Name: Cat Miin
Homeworld: Castell
Died: 19 BBY (16:5 GrS), Mustafar
Species: Gossam
Gender: Female
Eye color: Black
Skin color: Light blue, beige, later turned into a darker blue
with no beige
Move: 10
DEXTERITY: 2D
Brawling Parry: 3D+2
Dodge: 4D+2
Blaster: 3D
PERCEPTION: 3D+1
Bargain: 4D+2
Con: 4D+1
Search: 5D
Command: 4D+1
Persuasion: 4D+1
Investigation: 6D+1
KNOWLEDGE: 3D
Bureaucracy: 6D
Business: 4D+2
Languages: 5D
Willpower: 5D
STRENGTH: 2D
Brawling: 3D
MECHANICAL: 2D
Communications: 4D+2
Repulsorlift Piloting: 2D+2
TECHNICAL: 2D
Computer Programming/Repair: 3D
Security: 3D+1
Special Abilities:
Businessmen: Gossam are selfish, scheming beings skilled at the art of business. Though most
Gossam were intelligent and independently minded, many spent much of their lives working for the
Commerce Guild, who offered them food, housing and a decent income for a ten year exclusive contract.
Gossam goods were generally cheap to manufacture, and overpriced. To simulate this they gain 2D for

every 1d they put into Bargain, Value and Con at time of character creation.
Story Factors:
Pride in Appearance: Gossam hold their appearances as extremely important, and dressed in
elaborate clothing in an attempt to impress other sentients. Females used oil-based creams to mold their
hair into a wave that traditionally swept up from the back of their heads. Wealthy Gossam aristocrats and
trade negotiators often wore elevated footwear to appear taller when dealing with other species, in
addition to the exotic robes and finery favored by most Gossam.
Selfish: Gossam are selfish, scheming beings skilled at the art of business. Gossam goods were
generally cheap to manufacture, and overpriced.
Untrustworthy: Always looking for an angle they can play to come out on top, Gossam were
considered untrustworthy by other beings.
FORCE SENSITIVE : N
FORCE POINTS 1
DARK SIDE POINTS 3
CHARACTER POINTS 2
Equipment: Vast Personal Riches, Brown Shimmerbird Tongue Robe with Crocheted Hood, Brooch of
Luristan, Concealed Blaster Pistol (4D)
Description: Cat Miin was a female Gossam who served as the chief aide to Presidente Shu Mai of the
Commerce Guild during the final decades of the Galactic Republic. During the year 22 BBY, Miin traveled
with Mai to the planet Geonosis, where they pledged their allegiance to the Confederacy of Independent
Systems, a group of conglomerates and star systems who were departing the Republic. Shortly
afterwards, the first battle of the Clone Wars broke out in a Geonosis arena. Miin stayed by Mai's side
throughout the war, and eventually followed her to the planet of Mustafar along with the rest of the
Separatist Council, under the orders of the Kaleesh cyborg General Grievous. On Mustafar, the council
awaited the arrival of Darth Vader, the new apprentice of the confederate leader, Darth Sidious, believing
Vader would protect them during the last stages of the war. Miin was killed when Vader instead executed
the Separatists, under Sidious' orders.
Biography
A female Gossam, Cat Miin hailed from Castell, although it was not the homeworld of the species. Miin
began working for the Commerce Guild, where she worked her way up the company ladder until she
became the administratress of the guild Presidente, Shu Mai, another female Gossam. As chief aide,
Miin worked closely with Mai. During the year 22 BBY, Mai was invited to the planet of Geonosis, located
in the Outer Rim Territories. Miin traveled with the Commerce Guild leader, where they secretly
conversed with the recently formed Separatist Council, led by the fallen Jedi Count Dooku, which was
made up of several conglomerate leaders professing their dissatisfaction with the Galactic Republic,
which dominated the galaxy. Although Mai knew that siding with the Separatists would be an act of
treason against the Republic, she ultimately pledged the support of the Commerce Guild. Ultimately, the
Confederacy of Independent Systems was formed, and an event known as the Clone Wars erupted only
a little while later when an army of Jedi arrived at a Geonosis arena and engaged droid forces. Both Miin

and Mai were able to escape from Geonosis.
Miin was eventually assigned to overlook the handling of raw materials that were being used to sustain
the droid armies of the Separatists, and continued to travel with Mai to many secret meetings and
confederate gatherings. By 21 BBY, Mai was involved in a propaganda project known as the CIS
Shadowfeed, which spread news and information to worlds controlled by the Separatists. Miin was at
Mai's side when the Gossam Presidente made an official statement about a battle that occurred on the
planet of Bassadro, stating that the confederate major in charge, Domb Treetor, only surrendered to
Republic forces in order to preserve the lives of civilians. In reality, Treetor had killed numerous civilians
in an attempt to wipe out the Republic troops.
During the final year of the war, 19 BBY, the Separatist Council was eventually ordered to hide on the
planet of Utapau, where they were to await further instruction from the mysterious confederate leader,
Darth Sidious, a Sith Lord. Eventually, the cyborg General Grievous, who had been leading the droid
armies throughout the war, arrived on Utapau after the unsuccessful kidnapping of the Republic Supreme
Chancellor. Grievous was immediately contacted by Sidious upon arrival, and ordered that the Separatist
leaders move to the lava world of Mustafar, which would be safer for them. Grievous relayed the
information, much to the frustration of certain council members.
Miin and Mai, along with the rest of the leaders, obeyed. The Battle of Utapau occurred shortly after, in
which Grievous was killed. Sidious, who was actually the Republic chancellor, Palpatine, then issued
Order 66, a directive that ordered all Republic clone troopers to execute their Jedi generals. Sidious then
ordered his new pupil, Darth Vader, to attend to Mustafar. Sidious explained that with the onset of
confederate victory, Vader would protect them as the war finally ended. However, when Vader arrived, he
began to execute the council members, under Sidious' orders. Miin was killed by Vader, while Mai was
decapitated.
Personality and traits
Cat Miin was trusted by Shu Mai, under the fact that Miin was allowed to attend many secretive
confederate meetings with Mai, including the meeting where they pledged their allegiance to Dooku.
Otherwise, Miin was often silent, patiently observing Mai's duties. Miin was also entrusted with the
observing of deliveries regarding the raw materials needed to create the Separatist's droid armies. Miin
had blue colored skin, and eyes with black irises. During 22 BBY, Miin's skin was a light blue color with
some hints of a beige color, but as the war progressed and as Miin grew in age, her skin color notably
darkened, and the beige traces disappeared.
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